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A comprehensive menu of The Classic Contemporary Coffee Stop from Doncaster covering all 9 courses and
drinks can be found here on the card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the

contact details provided on the website. What User likes about The Classic Contemporary Coffee Stop:
Visited twice in the last couple of weeks, once for lunch with a friend snd today for breakfast with hubbie. Both

times food was superb, hot and fair size portions, coffee is lovely staff are very efficient. Only took off a star
because its not dog friendly, as others have said it would be great if a couple of tables near the door were dog
friendly, its plenty big enough, many caravanners and motorhome owners do so b... read more. The restaurant
also offers the possibility to sit outside and be served in beautiful weather, And into the accessible rooms also

come customers with wheelchairs or physical limitations. WiFi is available free of charge. What User doesn't like
about The Classic Contemporary Coffee Stop:

Lovely cafe but not dog friendly. Which is unusual when a lot of campers have dogs. We travelled a long way and
had to eat elsewhere as too cold to sit outside. Maybe a corner could be allocated to our four legged friends?
read more. At The Classic Contemporary Coffee Stop from Doncaster, there are fine sandwiches, healthy

salads and other snacks for quick hunger in between, as well as cold and hot beverages, Lovers of the English
cuisine are impressed by the comprehensive diversity of traditional dishes and enjoy the taste of England. Look

forward to the enjoyment of tasty vegetarian dishes, Likewise, the customers of the establishment prefer the
extensive selection of various coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant provides.
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Salad�
COLESLAW

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Ho� drink�
TEA

Ho� Drin�
HOT CHOCOLATE

Coffe�
COFFEE

Neighborhoo� Burger�
THE CLASSIC

Restauran� Categor�
GLUTEN FREE

Ingredient� Use�
BEEF

PORK MEAT

CHOCOLATE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

ROAST BEEF

SALAD

LAMB

PANINI

TOSTADAS
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